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All ZGCC Snow Plow Parts are made of high quality materials manufactured with the
advanced technological process according to the high standard. We’ll provide you
with the more tenacious tools.
Snow Plow Parts are offered in a range of carbide grade options to compliment any
application. Tungsten Carbide increased the wear life of many parts by as much as 20
times over steel alone. Flexible manufacturing also ZGCC to offer customized
solutions for any application. The cemented carbide is produced with the updated
technological progress in order to give fully consideration to the requirements of
both the optimal strength and usability.
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SNOW PLOW INSERTS：

So many carbide insert
options are available to
suit the many different
applications and
requirements.
ZGCC always take the
customers’
requirement into
consideration and
provide them the most
suitable product to
satisfy them.
The grade YG10 is the
most commonly used,
many inserts are made
of it.

The following are drawings for our products and relevant size.
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Item Type Single Weight Length Width Height

1 NC-13501 60g/pcs 0.793 0.365 1
2 NC-12501S 62.37g/pcs 0.809 0.375 0.99
3 NF-12501CX 53.71g/pcs 0.750 0.360 1
4 NF-13503CL 44.5g/pcs 1.1 0.475 0.385
5 NC-12502X 49g/pcs 0.635 0.365 0.99
6 NC-08504Y 6.08g/pcs 0.635 0.365 0.125
7 NC-97501 48g/pcs 0.635 0.365 1
8 NC-12502LX 53g/pcs 0.635 0.365 1.125
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Parts are placed into milled grooves along the bottom wear surface of
the edge giving it unmatched wear resistant properties and making this
blade an ideal role of the speed highway or airport runway plowing.

Generally, the snow plow inserts are welded into the carbon steel blades.
Different sizes blades which are replaceable are connected with the
bucket, as shown on below picture:
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